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Introduction
“It is not God’s
will that you
keep fighting
each other. It is
man’s will,
because man is
an extension of
the Father, the
Creative
Principle. You
are the ones
who can spread
the light, the
love the joy, the
truth of
everyone’s
being.”
Jeshua

This chapter is the most clear and powerful explanation of the
concept of “God’s Will”. And it is daunting to hear that God’s
Will is Man’s Will, because “creative Energy known as God”
allows the “will of man” to create all the drama and adventure
that human-kind wants to experience. Because there is NO
Separation!
It makes absolute sense and yet is a challenge to understand,
having always heard that God’s will is something outside of us,
something or someone who is responsible for the many things
and situations that we don’t understand, like death, accidents
and wars.
But Jeshua makes it clear that we are the ones who “choose”.
He tells us that we have had harmonious lives on this and other
planets, but some souls got bored with peace and wanted to
spice things up. (I think we have gone overboard on this
adventure and quest theme.)
God, as creative allowing energy gives us that Free Will and
“some have found joy, purpose, fulfillment in the drama. The
more drama they create, the more fulfilled they have felt.”
The redemption comes from “the desire in everyone to know
truly Who they are, to know truly that they are loved; that they
are respected; that they have worth, and they do not have to
destroy other ones in order to prove their worth.” Once we
can give this respect to everyone who has become lost inside
their dramas of separation, we can experience At-One-ment
once again.
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Discussion Questions
Affirmation for
the Week:
“Make peace

not war. It is
time for that
again.”

• What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your
mind? Your imagination?
• What kinds of events or situations have you ever assigned to
God’s Will? What things to man’s free will? How does this
concept of “God’s will is man’s will” strike you?
• How do you feel about your power to choose, without
blaming someone or something else for your actions,
especially if the results are not peaceful?
• Have you ever been bored when your life has been
harmonious? Can you imagine living your life without duality
or high drama? Do you long for peace?

Assignments
1. Jeshua tells us that his message to “love one another” is the
same today as it was two thousand years ago. But he
elaborates further “Love one another. By that I mean, see the
Christ, the divinity, the potential for harmony in each other.
Celebrate the diversity that has brought you together.” Make it
a point in the next week to “see the Christ” in everyone that
shows up in your life. And if there is not harmony between
you, think of ways that you can see past them and “celebrate
the diversity”. Journal about your efforts in this direction.
2. Do you believe that the more you suffer in this lifetime, the
greater your reward in heaven? If so, please examine this false
teaching and check out areas of your life where you may be
choosing to “suffer” for some future reward. Jeshua tells us
that there is no reward, we just get a chance to “recycle and go
back again”. Choose to “see things differently”.
3. Daily affirmation “Make peace, not war. It is time for that
again”
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NOTES
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